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A total triumph:
It seems to be generally agreed that our 2021 
productions were possibly the finest in our history. 
Read what the papers had to say inside…

Surprise yourself
Our 2022 opera selections… is this the news our 
readers have been awaiting?

Events’ Diary Revival!
With the builders having just left Slepe Green,
Bluffers’ Lunches and our other (postponed) events 
are back!

Hot News from FODO…
After almost 40 years in post, the founder of the 
Friends of Dorset Opera is stepping aside…
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Luis Chapa

EvCom - the Events’ Committee - has been meeting in 
order to re-kindle the events that you have grown to love 
and which have been missing from all our lives for almost 
two years. Many of you are aware that, when the first 
lockdown came into play, we were about to celebrate our 
50th Bluffers’ Lunch with the erudite Adrian Thorpe giving 
a talk on Opera and Humour.

That lecture will open the new Bluffers’ Lunch season 
early in the New Year. So many regular Bluffers have 
signed up for this lecture that we are having to mount 
more than one of them! Susannah and Bruce Selby 
Bennett are pleased to report that the builders have now 
left the site and everything is almost ready for our return 
to Slepe Green. There will also be a Ritzy Tea Party; an 
evening with Lord and Lady Fellowes; a Celebrity Lunch; at 
least another six Bluffers’ Lunches before the end of 2022, 
at least two Opera Cinema evenings and, if you shout 
loudly enough, we may even manage our popular, annual 
boat trip in August - the Floating Fireworks Fiesta with fish 
& chip supper. Please keep an eye on our website - where 
you’ll be able to book these events online. To receive up to 
date news of events direct to your inbox, make sure you 
are on our emailing list - sign up at dorsetopera.com or 
email info@dorsetopera.com to request. 

Forthcoming events...What joys we have in store…
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Opera Outreach at St Edward’s School, Poole

This is the news that all our readers have been waiting for! Our 
opera selections for the 2022 Festival. But wait, the news may not 
be quite what you had expected. Those who are super keen to see 
Boris Godunov and La rondine on the Coade stage need not fear - 
they are still in our sights, but you are going to have to wait just a 
little longer for this pairing.

Having dipped our collective toe into Mozart’s sacred waters with 
this year’s productions, we thought we might stick with little Wolfie 
and treat you to another of his phenomenal creations… Die 
Zauberflöte - otherwise known as The Magic Flute!

We will be performing the work in English, in a collaboration by 
several of our forces. The translation will be by the talented 
librettist, Christopher Cowell, and the dialogue will be by composer, 
Paul Carr, who will also be directing the opera. It will be conducted 
by our music director, the ever-effervescent Jeremy Carnall.

Now turn the page to find out the other opera we will be performing, 
which will be directed by the aforementioned Mr Cowell…

“I have been teaching this age group for 9 years
and never seen them so excited by anything - ever!”
Year 3 teacher

Dorset Opera-in-Education 2019

Così fan tutte 2021

Performance...
...through understanding, skill and experience

Gary Bottriell
Bottriell Adams LLP. Gaunts Business Centre, Gaunts, Wimborne BH21 4JT

Regulated and Authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority

Expert Financial Management: 01202 848080
mail@bottrielladams.co.uk
www.bottrielladams.co.uk
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Annual Report & Accounts…
This year’s AGMs of Dorset Opera and the Friends of Dorset Opera, 
will take place at Duke’s, Copper Street, Brewery Square, 
Dorchester DT1 1GA, on Monday 31st January 2022, at 18:30
for 19:00, by kind invitation of our chairman, Garry Batt, and his 
fellow directors. Drinks and canapés upon arrival. Please note, only 
legal Members of the Company may vote. 

Priority booking in 2022
Priority booking for the 2022 Festival begins in January. Each of our 
Patrons’ Circles will get their opportunity to book online in plenty of 
time, from these dates.

 President’s Circle  Tuesday 25 January
 Chairman’s Circle  Tuesday 1 February 
 Director’s Circle  Tuesday 8 February
 Conductor’s Circle   Tuesday 15 February
 Overture Circle  Tuesday 22 February 
 Friends of Dorset Opera  Tuesday 1 March 
 General Booking  Tuesday 15 March

The Overture Circle is for Patrons who have chosen not to increase 
their donation in line with the current minimum rate for the 
Conductor's Circle. The booking brochure will be hitting your 
doormats in the New Year.  Initially, the box office will be open 
online, with telephone booking on one day per week only. T: 07570 
366 186 between 10:00 - 17:00

Dorset Opera Outreach
With Covid restrictions in place, there was little we could do to take 
our opera workshops into Dorset schools in 2021. However, in May, 
the national ‘Covid Recovery Curriculum’ suddenly offered a 
window of opportunity which permitted us to visit six primary 
schools located within the Blandford Schools Network.

Briefly, some 630 pupils between the ages of 7-11 and 54 teachers, 
took part in full workshop experiences (approx. 94% of the teachers 
joined in) and a further 360 children experienced and took part in 
whole-school opera performances. As the news of our workshops 
spread, more and more schools began to contact us in the hope of 
securing a visit from our team, but sadly, there simply wasn’t the 
capacity to deliver more workshops before schools broke up.

The feedback from our visits has been astonishing. As is often the 
case, these sessions have a profound effect on SEN children. One 
staff member reported that, ‘Children high on the autism spectrum 
were completely engaged, giving them freedom to step outside 
their normal pattern of shy behaviour.’

These workshops are fully funded by Dorset Opera using donations 
raised specifically to support our Outreach programme. There is 
much more to tell you about the Outreach story… contact us if you 
would like further information.

Who doesn’t love Puccini?
Whilst La rondine will not be on the slate for our 2022 Festival, one 
of Puccini’s other works most definitely will be. It’s been tackled 
before by Dorset Opera - just 32 years ago back in 1990, that’s 
almost two generations!

We’re talking about Manon Lescaut - Puccini’s first huge success. It 
tells the disastrous story of how young Manon is manipulated by 
the men in her life and is eventually deported to Louisiana.

Massenet and Auber both composed their own versions of the 
Manon story, but Puccini famously remarked that ‘Manon can have 
more than one lover,’ adding that, ‘While Mr Massenet feels the 
story as a Frenchman, with powder and minuets, I shall feel it as an
Italian - with a desperate passion!’ And, he did!!!

Dorset Opera is a Registered Charity No: 1105318 and
a Company Limited by Guarantee No: 5170704

Dorset Opera Festival, Cheselbourne, Dorset DT2 7NP
For advertising opportunities in DO News and in opera programmes,
+44 (0)1258 840000 | info@dorsetopera.com | dorsetopera.com
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A message from the retiring
Chairman of FODO...

We haven’t given up on the notion of an online auction to raise 
funds, it’s simply that the volunteers who are involved in running 
this fundraiser, have been tied up with other matters over the last 
twelve months and it hasn’t been practical or possible to run the 
event in the style to which we have become accustomed!

We have spoken to most of the donors of auction items, who are 
more than happy that we should make use of their donations at a 
later date.

Online Auction

Dear Friends,

May I thank you all for your 
continuing support of Dorset 
Opera during these uncertain 
times? Happily, the Festival last 
summer coincided with the 
partial lifting of Covid 
restrictions and with great 
courage Roderick and his Board 
gave us performances of two 
operas by Mozart and one by 
Händel with the wonderful 
Winterreise by Schubert as an 
added bonus. This programme 
was well received by all of us 
who had been feeling so starved 
of live music and, as a result, 
FODO has now welcomed a 
number of new Friends.

On a personal note, I set up FODO in 1982 to encourage financial 
support for Patrick Shelley, Augusta Miller and Robert Glen, whose 
mission was to encourage young people to create, to perform in and 
to manage performances of grand opera; by 1982 eight operas had 
been realised including The Bartered Bride, Carmen, Aïda, Turandot 
with three others, less well known, all of which deserved to be heard. 
It seemed to me that this amazing enterprise, and the volunteers who 
ran it, were going to require additional financial support over and 
above box office and sponsorship income and the Friends of Dorset 
Opera seemed to be the obvious vehicle for this. You have been 
joining FODO ever since, thereby helping to create the nationally and 
internationally significant Festival that we now have at Bryanston.

In November however, with my retirement, your Trustees have wisely 
elected Rosamond Cassidy to take the Chair. Ros has had her family 
home in Minterne Magna for many years. Now retired from legal work 
and from supporting the Arts in Hong Kong, Ros, a Friend of Dorset 
Opera, lives permanently in Dorset and I am sure that she will carry 
the work of FODO forward with new impetus.

In retiring as Chairman of FODO, I would like to thank my Trustees for 
their ‘ambassadorial’ support for Dorset Opera; specifically, may I 
thank the Hon. Treasurer, Nicholas Block, who miraculously keeps 
order among more than 600 subscriptions, many including Gift Aid, to 
produce immaculate accounts at the end of each financial year. My 
thanks also go to the Hon. Secretary, Sarah Bignell, who is always 
there to assist and to answer your questions enabling FODO to remain 
at the top of the agenda. As Friends, please be assured that the 
expenses of our Trust amount to less than 5%, including the postage 
costs of this newsletter, therefore 95% of total income goes directly to 
the Dorset Opera Festival.

Again, may I thank you all for continuing to encourage the young to 
engage in the noble art of opera? 

Dione Digby
President Emeritus of Dorset Opera.

We look forward to introducing you to Rosamond Cassidy as the new 
FODO Chairman in the Spring edition of DONews.

 
Make your Christmas 
a special one ... 

 

21 South Street. Wareham.  BH20 4LR
01929 554207

WWW.HEIRLOOMSJEWELLERY.CO.UK 

Christmas Opening Hours

Tues-Fri 9:30am-5:00pm
Saturdays 9:30am-2:00pm 

Thurs 23rd Dec 9:30am-7:00pm
Christmas Eve 9:30am-2:00pm
Tues 4th Jan 9:30am-5:00pm

https://heirloomsofwareham.co.uk/
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Dorset Opera Festival 2021
What the critics said about our production of:
Don Giovanni

REVIEWS:

The Daily Express  |
Martina Bet
WHAT do you do when you're invited to the opera?

Accept with great pleasure! But what do you do when you’re invited 
to the same opera, three times, in different productions? Accept of 
course! It would be rude not to.

The opera concerned was Don Giovanni - Mozart and da Ponte’s 
version of Don Juan, the rich lothario or libertine who supposedly 
seduced thousands of women on his journey through life.

In the end, the Don gets dragged off to Hell by the statue of the 
father of one of his conquests, who he kills near the beginning. So 
the Don gets his comeuppance, but not before taking the audience 
through a rollocking ride of intrigue and drama along the way.

Mozart is a favoured composer for all opera houses and festivals. 
His works are guaranteed to put bottoms on seats! But, whilst the 
major opera companies have been able to dip into the 
government’s Culture Recovery Fund to help them through the lean 
times of the pandemic, many of the UK’s Country House opera 
festivals, all self-funded, have been left to their own devices.

The great thing about the majority of Mozart’s operas is that they 
don’t require a large chorus - which helps when trying to cut costs 
and establish the 2-metre rule.

So where did I experience the Three Dons? One was at the Royal 
Opera House, another at glorious Garsington on the Getty Estate at 
Wormsley and the third, at the boutique Dorset Opera Festival near 
Blandford Forum.

Dorset’s first night miraculously coincided with the government’s 
Freedom Day and the Festival, also featuring Così fan tutte and Acis 
and Galatea, continued during the country’s single week of 
scorching weather.

Rather than compare all three, I feel compelled to focus on this 
production, because, frankly, Dorset’s Don was an absolute 
revelation - head and shoulders above the other two!

The production, by music polymath Paul Carr, took the tenet that 
Don Giovanni himself should be attractive to everyone: both women 
and men! And with Panamanian-American baritone, Nmon Ford in 
the title role, how could this not be the case?

Ford - last seen in the UK as Crown in the ENO production of Porgy 
and Bess - was a casting coup for Dorset’s artistic director, Roderick 
Kennedy. The audience was unable to take its eyes off this Don as 

he waltzed, pirouetted and jived his way through the role with 
supreme confidence, accompanied by his warm, ample, seductive 
baritone. This was a consummate performance that simply knocked 
spots off the other two (Dons).

Right from the beginning, Carr had his Giovanni stripping off and 
swapping clothing with his male colleagues. In the process, they all 
revealed bulging muscles and perfectly toned physiques. Even the 
two-metre tall Commendatore (Lukas Jakobski), arrived from his 
bed chamber in only his underwear.

This Don was physical with everyone: there was continual 
homo-eroticism on stage as Giovanni and Masetto (Thomas 
Chenhall) explored one another aided and abetted by the utterly 
brilliant Sam Carl as a sonorous and perfectly cast Leporello. (Catch 
him as Nick Shadow in the Glyndebourne Touring production of The 
Rake’s Progress this autumn. Believe me, this is a world-class 
voice and a first-rate actor!) Even Nico Darmanin’s exquisitely-sung 
Don Ottavio got in on the act.

Another revelation in this production was the young Scottish 
soprano Monica McGhee singing Donna Anna. It’s a hackneyed 
expression but, McGhee was born to perform this role! It will be her 
calling card to the world’s major opera houses.

As Donna Elvira, Rebecca von Lipinski was tall, elegant and looked 
phenomenal in her Stewart J Charlesworth-designed couture! She 
simply stormed through her role - the centre of attention whenever 
she was on stage. Sadly, she was robbed of Mi tradi, but such are 
the requisites of the Prague version of the opera - which is what 
Dorset had opted for.

Carl, Chenhall and Giulia Laudano (the production’s coquettish 
Zerlina) are all Emerging Artists - having previously made 
appearances in the Dorset Opera chorus over the years.

This Don was utterly beguiling from the get-go. It truly was an 
eye-opener as to what the opera is really all about. The production 
deserves to be seen in larger houses.

The other major star of this production was undoubtedly the 
company’s hugely talented music director, Jeremy Carnall. It’s 
worth a trip to Dorset merely to watch him on the podium! Every 
gesture, every nuance of Mozart’s glorious music flowed through 
his fingertips.

As well as Cosi and Acis, the Dorset Opera Festival also gave us a 
perfectly-studied recital of Winterreise by another of their former 
young artists: baritone Benjamin Hewat-Craw - currently making a 
name for himself in German houses.

Don Giovanni 2021
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brilliant Sam Carl as a sonorous and perfectly cast Leporello. (Catch 
him as Nick Shadow in the Glyndebourne Touring production of The 
Rake’s Progress this autumn. Believe me, this is a world-class 
voice and a first-rate actor!) Even Nico Darmanin’s exquisitely-sung 
Don Ottavio got in on the act.

Another revelation in this production was the young Scottish 
soprano Monica McGhee singing Donna Anna. It’s a hackneyed 
expression but, McGhee was born to perform this role! It will be her 
calling card to the world’s major opera houses.

As Donna Elvira, Rebecca von Lipinski was tall, elegant and looked 
phenomenal in her Stewart J Charlesworth-designed couture! She 
simply stormed through her role - the centre of attention whenever 
she was on stage. Sadly, she was robbed of Mi tradi, but such are 
the requisites of the Prague version of the opera - which is what 
Dorset had opted for.

Carl, Chenhall and Giulia Laudano (the production’s coquettish 
Zerlina) are all Emerging Artists - having previously made 
appearances in the Dorset Opera chorus over the years.

This Don was utterly beguiling from the get-go. It truly was an 
eye-opener as to what the opera is really all about. The production 
deserves to be seen in larger houses.

The other major star of this production was undoubtedly the 
company’s hugely talented music director, Jeremy Carnall. It’s 
worth a trip to Dorset merely to watch him on the podium! Every 
gesture, every nuance of Mozart’s glorious music flowed through 
his fingertips.

As well as Cosi and Acis, the Dorset Opera Festival also gave us a 
perfectly-studied recital of Winterreise by another of their former 
young artists: baritone Benjamin Hewat-Craw - currently making a 
name for himself in German houses.

Don Giovanni 2021
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The Daily Express  |
Martina Bet
THERE have been many brilliant concepts for the setting of Mozart's 
Così fan tutte over the years; not the least of which was one that 
took place on a beach!

There have been other updatings that did or did not work theatrically. 
Whatever one thinks of Così fan tutte - loosely translated as All 
Women Are Like That it is clear that Mozart and his librettist, Lorenzo 
da Ponte, would not have got away with the opera’s subject matter 
and blatant sexism in this day and age. But for all its appeal as a 
light-hearted comedy on today’s international ‘favourites’ list, Così, 
with its first few outings in the Vienna of 1790, was considered to be 
vulgar and was barely staged at all before the Second World War. 

Only in the Fifties did it begin to find its place in the repertoire. 
Astonishingly, America didn’t get its première until 1922. Which 
leads us to Christopher Cowell’s splendid production for this 
summer’s Dorset Opera Festival. Paired with one of the other two da 
Ponte operas (Don Giovanni) and with Händel’s Acis and Galatea - 
the latter in the Mozart orchestration - this production of Così took 
the audience out of its comfort zone and yet, the whole made 
complete sense! In his programme note, Cowell reminds us that 
youngsters of the 1960s and 70s were encouraged to join VSO 
(Voluntary Service Overseas) for a few weeks in the summer months.

I doubt that this went as far as providing nursing staff for a field 
hospital behind the lines in a theatre of war on the Central 
American isthmus! However, with an illustration from the 1970’s 
TV dramedy series M*A*S*H in the programme, you get the idea 
of where this production is set. The transition works perfectly.
The nursing sisters, Fiordiligi and Dorabella were impeccably 
played by Samantha Clarke and Heather Lowe.

They - indeed the whole cast - acted as though they had been 
working and playing together all their lives. But these two 
glorious young singers especially, gave an astonishingly fine 
account of their respective roles, their voices blending blissfully in 
their many duetting moments.

The ‘boys’, Ferrando (Peter Gijsbertsen) and Guglielmo (Jevan 
McAuley) were ideal soldiers going off to the ‘front’ complete with 
their ration packs and inflatable dinghy, then returning moments 
later as moustachioed infiltrators.

Cowell had devised some hilarious moments for the quartet, all of 
whom managed their ‘business’ impeccably. Most of this was of 
course carried out under the direction and watchful eye of Despina 
(Naomi Harvey) and Alfonso (Eddie Wade), two skilled veterans of 
the profession who made the most of their every appearance.

The pièce de résistance had to be the arrival of the sisters for the 
signing of their marriage contracts complete with Stewart J 
Charlesworth’s wedding dresses made from a mix of camouflage 
material and hospital bed sheets, but stylised to fit with the 
latest in fashion trends.

Which leaves me with the reduced Dorset Opera Festival Orchestra 
(I had to look to make sure it was reduced, because in all the 
operas, they played like demons and sounded very classy). Così 
was conducted by Argentinian, José Miguel Esandi who is now a 
regular in Dorset, but is based with the opera in Halle, Germany.

Just how this wonderful festival managed the Covid situation so 
magnificently, having to quarantine some of their artists, initially 
selling just 50% of their tickets then being given their freedom to 
sell more from 12 July, I shall never know. But they need to be 
congratulated for going ahead and making everything work so 
phenomenally well from Freedom Day onwards. Their audiences 
(and the singers and musicians) were clearly delighted to be back 
in the theatre.

Opera Magazine | Peter Read
Football may not be but opera this summer has been coming home 
with a vengeance, and the 47-year-old Dorset Opera's summer 
school and week-long festival has yet again pulled the singing 
rabbit out of the hat, not only with the company's first stagings of 
Cosi fan tutte and Don Giovanni but also with single performances 
of Händel's Acis and Galatea (using Mozart’s orchestration) and 
Winterreise. ‘What pandemic?’, you may ask.

Admittedly, my heart momentarily dipped when I read that the 
setting for Christopher Cowell's staging of Cosi fan tutte was a 
modern-day field hospital in a war zone somewhere in central 
America. Next to a photo of the cast of the US television series 
M*A*S*H in the festival programme, Cowell had written persuasively 
about war's suspension of morality, robust pragmatism about death 
and the blackest humour. I'm not sure that Cosi's rococo niceties 
entirely fit his viewpoint, but Ferrando and Guglielmo are soldiers 
(even if their transformation as Albanian boulevardiers was a bigger 
stretch than usual), and it made sense that the two devoted sisters 
were here cast as nurses and similarly separated from normality. 
What happens on the front stays on the front.

Cowell's approach to humour had a distinctly Carry On flavour -  
who'd have thought that making a hospital bed could be so saucy, 
or a stethoscope so rampantly inquisitive?-and Despina's hospital 
matron was in the foothills of the Hattie Jacques range. There were 
a lot of laughs, perhaps not quite so many gasps of painful 
identification but it worked. The cast was entirely secure with 
Mozart's light energy and moments of stillness, and the two errant 
couples shrugged off the resolution without recourse to trenchant 
psychological grandstanding. 

Samantha Clarke (Fiordiligi) and Heather Lowe (Dorabella) were 
particularly well matched, both vocally and temperamentally, and 
their Act 2 duet weighed up the sisters' options enchantingly. 
Clarke’s puzzled, lyrically tender 'Per pieta.' deftly hit the emotional 
bull’s-eye, and she similarly nailed her reconciliation with Ferrando. 
Once again I was drawn by the ease with which Lowe brings a role 
to life. Her Dorabella held her ground in respect to her sterner sister 
with subtle authority. Matched by enviable technical security, 
Lowe's mezzo has an irresistible seductiveness in the lower register. 

Così fan tutte 2021

The demands of Ferrando's music spared the Dutch tenor Peter 
Gijsbersten from forcing volume and tone, although his top notes 
sounded strained, and he is a personable stage presence, even 
when wearing a terrible wig. The baritone Jevan McAuley was very 
impressive, with the looks, quality of voice and a hint of reserve 
ideal for Guglielmo, and like all the cast he was a natural on stage. 
As Matron Despina, Naomi Harvey was a decidedly subversive 
chaperone, managing the deception with gleeful singing and acting, 
and made up for the well-sung but rather under-directed Alfonso of 
Eddie Wade.

The conductor José Miguel Esandi kept the ever-responsive Dorset 
Opera Festival Orchestra up to the mark with stylish, energized 
playing. I should state that nose-to-tail traffic meant I was woefully 
late, so I can only speculate on what, for example, Samantha Clarke 
would have made of the self-deception of Come scoglio, or in what 
way Naomi Harvey would have jiffed up Dr Mesmer's miracle cure. I 
am confident I would not have been disappointed.
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Martina Bet
THERE have been many brilliant concepts for the setting of Mozart's 
Così fan tutte over the years; not the least of which was one that 
took place on a beach!

There have been other updatings that did or did not work theatrically. 
Whatever one thinks of Così fan tutte - loosely translated as All 
Women Are Like That it is clear that Mozart and his librettist, Lorenzo 
da Ponte, would not have got away with the opera’s subject matter 
and blatant sexism in this day and age. But for all its appeal as a 
light-hearted comedy on today’s international ‘favourites’ list, Così, 
with its first few outings in the Vienna of 1790, was considered to be 
vulgar and was barely staged at all before the Second World War. 

Only in the Fifties did it begin to find its place in the repertoire. 
Astonishingly, America didn’t get its première until 1922. Which 
leads us to Christopher Cowell’s splendid production for this 
summer’s Dorset Opera Festival. Paired with one of the other two da 
Ponte operas (Don Giovanni) and with Händel’s Acis and Galatea - 
the latter in the Mozart orchestration - this production of Così took 
the audience out of its comfort zone and yet, the whole made 
complete sense! In his programme note, Cowell reminds us that 
youngsters of the 1960s and 70s were encouraged to join VSO 
(Voluntary Service Overseas) for a few weeks in the summer months.

I doubt that this went as far as providing nursing staff for a field 
hospital behind the lines in a theatre of war on the Central 
American isthmus! However, with an illustration from the 1970’s 
TV dramedy series M*A*S*H in the programme, you get the idea 
of where this production is set. The transition works perfectly.
The nursing sisters, Fiordiligi and Dorabella were impeccably 
played by Samantha Clarke and Heather Lowe.

They - indeed the whole cast - acted as though they had been 
working and playing together all their lives. But these two 
glorious young singers especially, gave an astonishingly fine 
account of their respective roles, their voices blending blissfully in 
their many duetting moments.

The ‘boys’, Ferrando (Peter Gijsbertsen) and Guglielmo (Jevan 
McAuley) were ideal soldiers going off to the ‘front’ complete with 
their ration packs and inflatable dinghy, then returning moments 
later as moustachioed infiltrators.

Cowell had devised some hilarious moments for the quartet, all of 
whom managed their ‘business’ impeccably. Most of this was of 
course carried out under the direction and watchful eye of Despina 
(Naomi Harvey) and Alfonso (Eddie Wade), two skilled veterans of 
the profession who made the most of their every appearance.

The pièce de résistance had to be the arrival of the sisters for the 
signing of their marriage contracts complete with Stewart J 
Charlesworth’s wedding dresses made from a mix of camouflage 
material and hospital bed sheets, but stylised to fit with the 
latest in fashion trends.

Which leaves me with the reduced Dorset Opera Festival Orchestra 
(I had to look to make sure it was reduced, because in all the 
operas, they played like demons and sounded very classy). Così 
was conducted by Argentinian, José Miguel Esandi who is now a 
regular in Dorset, but is based with the opera in Halle, Germany.

Just how this wonderful festival managed the Covid situation so 
magnificently, having to quarantine some of their artists, initially 
selling just 50% of their tickets then being given their freedom to 
sell more from 12 July, I shall never know. But they need to be 
congratulated for going ahead and making everything work so 
phenomenally well from Freedom Day onwards. Their audiences 
(and the singers and musicians) were clearly delighted to be back 
in the theatre.

Opera Magazine | Peter Read
Football may not be but opera this summer has been coming home 
with a vengeance, and the 47-year-old Dorset Opera's summer 
school and week-long festival has yet again pulled the singing 
rabbit out of the hat, not only with the company's first stagings of 
Cosi fan tutte and Don Giovanni but also with single performances 
of Händel's Acis and Galatea (using Mozart’s orchestration) and 
Winterreise. ‘What pandemic?’, you may ask.

Admittedly, my heart momentarily dipped when I read that the 
setting for Christopher Cowell's staging of Cosi fan tutte was a 
modern-day field hospital in a war zone somewhere in central 
America. Next to a photo of the cast of the US television series 
M*A*S*H in the festival programme, Cowell had written persuasively 
about war's suspension of morality, robust pragmatism about death 
and the blackest humour. I'm not sure that Cosi's rococo niceties 
entirely fit his viewpoint, but Ferrando and Guglielmo are soldiers 
(even if their transformation as Albanian boulevardiers was a bigger 
stretch than usual), and it made sense that the two devoted sisters 
were here cast as nurses and similarly separated from normality. 
What happens on the front stays on the front.

Cowell's approach to humour had a distinctly Carry On flavour -  
who'd have thought that making a hospital bed could be so saucy, 
or a stethoscope so rampantly inquisitive?-and Despina's hospital 
matron was in the foothills of the Hattie Jacques range. There were 
a lot of laughs, perhaps not quite so many gasps of painful 
identification but it worked. The cast was entirely secure with 
Mozart's light energy and moments of stillness, and the two errant 
couples shrugged off the resolution without recourse to trenchant 
psychological grandstanding. 

Samantha Clarke (Fiordiligi) and Heather Lowe (Dorabella) were 
particularly well matched, both vocally and temperamentally, and 
their Act 2 duet weighed up the sisters' options enchantingly. 
Clarke’s puzzled, lyrically tender 'Per pieta.' deftly hit the emotional 
bull’s-eye, and she similarly nailed her reconciliation with Ferrando. 
Once again I was drawn by the ease with which Lowe brings a role 
to life. Her Dorabella held her ground in respect to her sterner sister 
with subtle authority. Matched by enviable technical security, 
Lowe's mezzo has an irresistible seductiveness in the lower register. 

Così fan tutte 2021

The demands of Ferrando's music spared the Dutch tenor Peter 
Gijsbersten from forcing volume and tone, although his top notes 
sounded strained, and he is a personable stage presence, even 
when wearing a terrible wig. The baritone Jevan McAuley was very 
impressive, with the looks, quality of voice and a hint of reserve 
ideal for Guglielmo, and like all the cast he was a natural on stage. 
As Matron Despina, Naomi Harvey was a decidedly subversive 
chaperone, managing the deception with gleeful singing and acting, 
and made up for the well-sung but rather under-directed Alfonso of 
Eddie Wade.

The conductor José Miguel Esandi kept the ever-responsive Dorset 
Opera Festival Orchestra up to the mark with stylish, energized 
playing. I should state that nose-to-tail traffic meant I was woefully 
late, so I can only speculate on what, for example, Samantha Clarke 
would have made of the self-deception of Come scoglio, or in what 
way Naomi Harvey would have jiffed up Dr Mesmer's miracle cure. I 
am confident I would not have been disappointed.
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The Daily Express  |
Martina Bet
THE third opera at this year's Dorset Opera Festival MozartFest was 
Händel's Acis and Galatea in the Mozart adaption.

There has long been some discussion as to which category this 
work should fall into: is it a pastoral, a serenata or a ‘little opera’ as 
the composer himself referred to it? In Dorset’s semi-staged 
version, it is a deft combination of all three - and how well it lends 
itself. The situ set from the festival’s Don Giovanni was still there in 
the background, but clever lighting from Marc Rosette, and the 
arrival on stage of a forest of oak trees, turned the whole into a 
sumptuous woodland glade.

The story comes from Ovid with some re-writing and additions by 
John Gay (he of Beggar’s Opera fame).

It tells the story of the sea nymph, Galatea (deliciously sung by 
Elizabeth Cragg), who falls in love with the shepherd, Acis (Peter 
Gijsbertsen, in his second major role for the festival).

After initial bliss, their lovemaking is interrupted by the monster, 
Polyphemus (bass, Lukas Jakobski, also in his second festival 
appearance, who relished getting his tongue around O Ruddier 
than the Cherry…) who is also in love with Galatea and who 
eventually crushes Acis with a rock…

British-based Hungarian director, Bence Kalό, really made the most 
of this opportunity to showcase his talent.

With fourteen choristers dressed entirely in black, he bade them 
become whatever he wanted - including the birds of which Galatea 
sings in Act I. With pieces of simply folded white paper, they 
flapped these ‘wings’ amongst the trees and went off in search of 
her lover: beautifully poignant at a moment that could have been 
risible.

Music Director, Jeremy Carnall, was at the helm once again and his 
orchestra sounded even better than the night I saw Don Giovanni.
Certainly they had assumed that crisp Baroque style so redolent of 
the period, but, because they weren’t using period instruments, the 
tone was warmer and far more pleasing.

A special word for Baroque tenor, Kieran White. He replaced an 
indisposed singer in the role of Damon, Acis’ friend, late in the day 
and his true ‘haute-contre’ was possibly the clearest and most 
focused voice of all the soloists.

Now firmly established in the industry, he happily acknowledges 
that his operatic life began in the chorus of the Dorset Opera 
Festival. Yet another ‘emerged’ artist making a name for 
themselves through this exciting Company.

The Fine Times Recorder | Fanny Charles
ONE of the best-known songs from Händel’s Acis and Galatea could 
have been the theme for this year’s Dorset Opera Festival. Happy, 
happy we! really summed up the atmosphere in the Coade Theatre 
at Bryanston.

Opera lovers from across Dorset, starved of live performance for so 
long, turned out to enjoy a very different festival, without the large 
chorus which is usually one of the essential features but was not 
possible in a time of Covid.

Instead, artistic director, Rod Kennedy and his team, served up a 
fabulous confection of 18th century opera - two of Mozart’s greatest, 
Così Fan Tutte and Don Giovanni, and Händel’s gorgeous arcadian 
romp, Acis and Galatea, in a semi-staged performance.. Musical 
director Jeremy Carnall had a smaller orchestra than usual, but one 
that was perfectly suited to the demands of Mozart and Händel.

As always with Dorset Opera Festival, there were some stunning 
performances, not least in the hugely acclaimed Don Giovanni, 
where the title role was taken by the Panamian-American baritone 
Nmon Ford, demonstrating the charisma that charms and 
bamboozles both women and men.

Polish bass Lukas Jakobski brought his huge presence and deep 
resonant voice to the Commendatore, the Don’s nemesis, and also 
to the role of the one-eyed monster Polyphemus in Acis and 
Galatea. There was real pathos as the love-lorn Cyclops, advised by 
Damon, gathers flowers to woo Galatea, and the over-whelming, 
uncontrollable anger and jealousy which drives him to kill Acis. It 
reminded me forcibly and for the first time of Mary Shelley’s 
destructive but pathetic Monster in Frankenstein - the tragedy of an 
unlovable non-human who nonetheless feels human emotions.
Acis was sung by Peter Gijsbertsen, a brilliant young Dutch tenor 
who also sang Ferrando in Così. He has a deliciously rich tenor 
voice, well suited to Händel’s glorious music.

Elizabeth Cragg, who some local opera lovers may also have seen at 
Iford Opera, was a perfect match for Gijsbertsen’s enamoured 
shepherd, as the beautiful nymph Galatea. Her supple soprano was 
the ideal medium for Händel’s sophisticated take on pastoral passion.

Dorset tenor Kieran White took over from the indisposed Tom 
Smith as Acis’s wise friend Damon. His lovely high tenor voice was 
a satisfying contrast with both Gijsbertsen and Jakobski. While we 
all admire the huge chorus which is such a feature of Dorset Opera, 
it was a real treat to hear the slimmed down elite chorus of young 
singers, bringing verve, warmth and wit to both the singing and the 
inventive semi-staging.

For opera-lovers who have long wanted Dorset Opera to tackle 
Mozart (or Händel) this strange Covid year brought real musical 
magic to the steamy heat of July 2021.
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THE third opera at this year's Dorset Opera Festival MozartFest was 
Händel's Acis and Galatea in the Mozart adaption.

There has long been some discussion as to which category this 
work should fall into: is it a pastoral, a serenata or a ‘little opera’ as 
the composer himself referred to it? In Dorset’s semi-staged 
version, it is a deft combination of all three - and how well it lends 
itself. The situ set from the festival’s Don Giovanni was still there in 
the background, but clever lighting from Marc Rosette, and the 
arrival on stage of a forest of oak trees, turned the whole into a 
sumptuous woodland glade.

The story comes from Ovid with some re-writing and additions by 
John Gay (he of Beggar’s Opera fame).

It tells the story of the sea nymph, Galatea (deliciously sung by 
Elizabeth Cragg), who falls in love with the shepherd, Acis (Peter 
Gijsbertsen, in his second major role for the festival).

After initial bliss, their lovemaking is interrupted by the monster, 
Polyphemus (bass, Lukas Jakobski, also in his second festival 
appearance, who relished getting his tongue around O Ruddier 
than the Cherry…) who is also in love with Galatea and who 
eventually crushes Acis with a rock…

British-based Hungarian director, Bence Kalό, really made the most 
of this opportunity to showcase his talent.

With fourteen choristers dressed entirely in black, he bade them 
become whatever he wanted - including the birds of which Galatea 
sings in Act I. With pieces of simply folded white paper, they 
flapped these ‘wings’ amongst the trees and went off in search of 
her lover: beautifully poignant at a moment that could have been 
risible.

Music Director, Jeremy Carnall, was at the helm once again and his 
orchestra sounded even better than the night I saw Don Giovanni.
Certainly they had assumed that crisp Baroque style so redolent of 
the period, but, because they weren’t using period instruments, the 
tone was warmer and far more pleasing.

A special word for Baroque tenor, Kieran White. He replaced an 
indisposed singer in the role of Damon, Acis’ friend, late in the day 
and his true ‘haute-contre’ was possibly the clearest and most 
focused voice of all the soloists.

Now firmly established in the industry, he happily acknowledges 
that his operatic life began in the chorus of the Dorset Opera 
Festival. Yet another ‘emerged’ artist making a name for 
themselves through this exciting Company.

The Fine Times Recorder | Fanny Charles
ONE of the best-known songs from Händel’s Acis and Galatea could 
have been the theme for this year’s Dorset Opera Festival. Happy, 
happy we! really summed up the atmosphere in the Coade Theatre 
at Bryanston.

Opera lovers from across Dorset, starved of live performance for so 
long, turned out to enjoy a very different festival, without the large 
chorus which is usually one of the essential features but was not 
possible in a time of Covid.

Instead, artistic director, Rod Kennedy and his team, served up a 
fabulous confection of 18th century opera - two of Mozart’s greatest, 
Così Fan Tutte and Don Giovanni, and Händel’s gorgeous arcadian 
romp, Acis and Galatea, in a semi-staged performance.. Musical 
director Jeremy Carnall had a smaller orchestra than usual, but one 
that was perfectly suited to the demands of Mozart and Händel.

As always with Dorset Opera Festival, there were some stunning 
performances, not least in the hugely acclaimed Don Giovanni, 
where the title role was taken by the Panamian-American baritone 
Nmon Ford, demonstrating the charisma that charms and 
bamboozles both women and men.

Polish bass Lukas Jakobski brought his huge presence and deep 
resonant voice to the Commendatore, the Don’s nemesis, and also 
to the role of the one-eyed monster Polyphemus in Acis and 
Galatea. There was real pathos as the love-lorn Cyclops, advised by 
Damon, gathers flowers to woo Galatea, and the over-whelming, 
uncontrollable anger and jealousy which drives him to kill Acis. It 
reminded me forcibly and for the first time of Mary Shelley’s 
destructive but pathetic Monster in Frankenstein - the tragedy of an 
unlovable non-human who nonetheless feels human emotions.
Acis was sung by Peter Gijsbertsen, a brilliant young Dutch tenor 
who also sang Ferrando in Così. He has a deliciously rich tenor 
voice, well suited to Händel’s glorious music.

Elizabeth Cragg, who some local opera lovers may also have seen at 
Iford Opera, was a perfect match for Gijsbertsen’s enamoured 
shepherd, as the beautiful nymph Galatea. Her supple soprano was 
the ideal medium for Händel’s sophisticated take on pastoral passion.

Dorset tenor Kieran White took over from the indisposed Tom 
Smith as Acis’s wise friend Damon. His lovely high tenor voice was 
a satisfying contrast with both Gijsbertsen and Jakobski. While we 
all admire the huge chorus which is such a feature of Dorset Opera, 
it was a real treat to hear the slimmed down elite chorus of young 
singers, bringing verve, warmth and wit to both the singing and the 
inventive semi-staging.

For opera-lovers who have long wanted Dorset Opera to tackle 
Mozart (or Händel) this strange Covid year brought real musical 
magic to the steamy heat of July 2021.
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PUCCINI’S LA BOHÈME
Set on a snowy Christmas Eve in a Parisian 
garret, this heart-breaking story of young love 
is told through the most memorable music, 
from ‘Che gelida manina’ to the shattering brass 
chords, period costume, inventive set-design 
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THE GOLDEN COCKEREL
A daring satire set in the last days of the 
Romanov empire, and in particular the debacle 
of the Russo-Japanese War, this was the final 
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Rimsky-Korsakov.
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